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Web access to social science 
journals in Latin America and the 








? Distribution of printed journals
? Opportunities for e-publishing
? Journals in the web: research results for
168 social science journals from 
17 countries of Latin America & Caribbean
?Where
?How
?Trends and pending issues
  
  
Difficulties in accessing the journals in 
bookstores and libraries 
? Reduced number of copies 
printed 
? High prices of postage





Opportunities: e-publishing and e-libraries
? Online submission of documents
? Online Management of Publishing









168 social science journals 
from 
17 countries of Latin America 
& Caribbean
  
168 social science journals from 
17 countries of Latin America & Caribbean
? Institions publishing the journals surveyed
? 62 % university journals
? 38% research ngo´s / gov. journals
? Journal format
? 88% print and digital
? 12% only digital
  
Journals in the web: 168 social science journals from 17 





24%  all articles   
some articles:  
table of contents +
abstract  




Journals in the web: 168 social science journals from 17 
countries of  LA&C
97%
3%
Pure open access 
Restrictred 





SALES ONLINE: Colegio de México
Colegio de Michoacan, México
UNAM, México
Univ. Alberto Hurtado, México






Journals in the web (168 social science journals from 
17 countries of Latin America & Caribbean)
? Journals also in regional journal portals: 45 %  
     
Regional portals:
?CLACSO (social sciences: 400.000 
downloads a month)
?Redalyc (all disciplines: 2 millon downloads 
a month)
?Scielo (all disciplines: 3 millon downloads a 
month)
International portals: DOAJ, OJS, Unesco
  









Working Group and coordination office
Working group














Pending issues for journals in the web
? All volumes
? Pdf for individual articles
? metadata
?  “how to cite this article”
? search facility
? Preparation for harvesting
? Sustainability
? Online sales (subscription + individual articles)
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